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Used in both industrial and commercial facilities, cord grips provide the means for passing cord 

or cable into an enclosure, through a bulkhead, or into a control device such as a switch. These 

grips prevent cable pull-out or premature fatigue because they secure the cable where it is 

entering the enclosure, or where it’s being terminated into a hardwired application. Cord grips 

can be used in both wet and dry locations since they seal the electrical connection against dirt, 

dust, oil, moisture or other corrosive materials. Typical applications include wiring enclosures, 

processing and material handling equipment, pumps, motors and various other machine tools or 

equipment.

Cord grips were first used during World War II, and at that time standard product satisfied 

everybody’s needs. But over the years the types of applications using these grips expanded. 

Usage evolved from dry to wet locations; more industrial facilities featured harsh and severe 

environments; and equipment manufacturers designed their products with everything from 

limited space to different types of threading. With the proliferation of applications, manufacturers 

were faced with customer needs that went far beyond what standard products could provide. 

In recent years, customization of cord grips has become more commonplace resulting in even 

more product options from which customers can choose. However, the increasing number of 

options doesn’t change the basic criteria by which users select the proper cord grip for their 

application. There are four basic selection criteria: size, thread type, style and attachments, and 

materials of construction.

‘Which size cord grip to use depends on three things; the outside diameter (GD) of the cable, 

whether single or multiple cable terminations are required, and the size of the knockout or 

threaded opening. Cable GD is critical for two reasons. First, users size the hole into the 

enclosure or machine based on the GD. Secondly, knowing the cable GD enables users to 

select a cord grip offering the tightest initial fit to simplify installation (the fewer turns the better). 

Single cable terminations are more common than multiple terminations. Gften the decision 

between one or the other has more to do with design considerations e.g. how a piece of 

equipment needs to look. To select the best cord grip for a single cable termination requires 

users to know the GD of that cable. But applications needing multiple terminations are a bit 

different. It’s typical for all cable or conduit to be fed through a single hole instead of through 

individual holes to conserve enclosure space and save labor time. Therefore, with multiple 

terminations you need to know the GD for each cable, and then select a cord grip that gives 
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the tightest initial fit for all of them. The last factor in determining cord grip size is the size of 

the knockout or threaded opening itself. If this is unknown because the enclosure hasn’t been 

specified or designed, you need to pick the smallest cord grip possible for the cable GD.

Threading is another criteria for selecting a cord grip. If an application features a threaded 

opening, then you first need to know thread type as this will determine what cord grip to 

use. There are three thread types used today: NPT, Pg or ISG Metric. If you don’t know the 

thread type, either obtain this information from the spec sheet that came with the enclosure or 

equipment, or contact the manufacturer directly. Gnce you have identified the thread type there 

are two choices: you can either select a cord grip with the same threads as your enclosure; 

GR you can select an adapter with one opening that matches your thread type, and the other 

opening(s) of a universal design that connects with just about anything.

The third selection criteria is a choice between two basic styles of grips which most 

manufacturers offer - straight and 9O~. Deciding between the two is often based on several 

things: cable orientation and how the cable fits into the enclosure or system; spacing and turning 

radius of multiple terminations; space on the outside of the enclosure; and how a user wants a 

piece of equipment to look. Most manufacturers also offer several different types of wire mesh 

as an attachment to the cord grip. Deciding on whether wire mesh is required often boils down 

to whether a specific application requires the cable or conduit to have protection from pull-out 

(which causes significant downtime). Certain applications are more prone to needing wire mesh 

than

others. For instance, high traffic areas such as warehouses or shipping departments often 

use wire mesh since the cable can be easily hit or run over, pulling it out of its enclosure. 

Applications with high-flex or excessive vibration frequently use wire mesh to reduce arc of 

bend and extend cable life. Cable that is suspended overhead, or dropped down into the work 

area, usually requires wire mesh for additional support. For added protection of the actual 

electrical termination itself, wire mesh grips provide extra strength and security. Any question 

you may have about the use of wire mesh grips in your application should be discussed with the 

manufacturer.
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The fourth criteria f9r selecting a cord grip — material of construction — is most often application 

driven. There are different materials to choose from, each with its own pluses and minuses 

and each best suited for certain types of environments and/or applications. Although most 

manufacturers offer grips made from one or more of these materials, no single manufacturer 

offers all ~4. Standard cord grip materials of construction include:

• Diecast Zinc: This material is well suited for residential and commercial applications, but it’s 

not recommended for industrial use as it’s pliable, offers inferior tensile strength as well as 

threads that are soft and not precise. It tends to be available only in small sizes, and is most 

appropriate for price-sensitive applications, or installations in light-duty environments which 

aren’t concerned with appearance of the cord grip.

• Aluminum: The most common material of construction, aluminum offers excellent machine-

ability, durability and performance. These grips are ideally suited for a wide variety of 

industrial applications like material handling, automotive plants or general manufacturing, but 

they should not be used in severe or corrosive environments unless they are plated.

• Nylon: Grips made from nylon provide excellent corrosion-resistance, are lightweight yet 

durable. Because they are molded instead of machined, nylon grips are ideal for use in 

marine and high-moisture content environments, or corrosive applications. However, in 

corrosive environments nylon grips can dry out and leach. This material is cosmetically 

pleasing, comes m a variety of colors, but availability is limited to a few sizes.

• Steel: This material offers better tensile strength than aluminum for added strength and 

durability. Steel grips are usually zinc-chromium plated for enhanced resistance to rust and a 

better physical appearance. Although the manufacturing process for steel grips makes them 

more expensive, they’re added durability is a real plus in tough environments. Availability is 

reduced to a smaller number of grip sizes.

• Valox: This material provides superior corrosion-resistance and is suitable for use in FDA 

washdown environments. Valox is non-hydroscopic, meaning is won’t absorb moisture which 

makes it very popular in food processing facilities. Grips made from valox are the most 

expensive, and they are available only in a limited number of sizes.
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• Stainless Steel: This material offers exceptional tensile strength which provides the highest 

levels of durability in severely corrosive environments filled with saltwater, acids or chemicals. 

Wastewater treatment facilities, food processing plants, petrochem and metal plating 

applications are all severe enough environments to justify the additional cost of stainless 

steel. These types of grips typically are available in limited sizes.

Even with all the selection criteria available to users, there are still applications better served by 

a customized solution. Although not all cord grip manufacturers offer customization, those that 

do advise users to evaluate both standard and special options when developing a custom cord 

grip. Typical standard options include:

• Multiple Hole Bushing: use of this bushing is driven by the need to save enclosure space. 

Two cables pass through this bushing - one for the grip and the other for the installation.

• Threading: Tapered threads are best suited to applications requiring a liquidtight seal. Straight 

threads are typically used with a device that also has straight threads and doesn’t need a 

liquidtight seal such as control equipment.

• Grommet Materials: There are four different types of grommet material to choose from. 

VitonR is ideal for highly corrosive environments, but for applications with high¬temperatures 

silicone is recommended. Gaseous and petroleum-type environments require Buna-N 

grommets, whereas for a very broad base of industrial and commercial uses a

• neoprene grommet works quite well. PVC is a low-cost altermative, but this material is stiffer 

and doesn’t offer the same quality in sealing or gripping power, and it will dry out in outdoor 

environments.

• Wire Mesh: Applications requiring added protection from cable pull-out or stress are best 

served with wire mesh attachments (as described previously).

• Locknuts and G-Rings: Most manufacturers don’t include locknuts with their grips, and those 

that do view the locknut as a convemence for the user as it’s there at the point of use instead 

of the user having to purchase it separately. The need for an G-Ring is directly related to the 

amount of moisture present in the application. When tightened down, G¬Rings provide an 

extra seal.
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• Slit Bushings: This type of bushing is used when the cable GD is smaller than the connector 

head that’s either molded or affixed to the cable. This bushing enables a grip to be slipped 

over the connector and then tightened down to the smaller cable size.

• Cable style: Cord grips can be made to accommodate either round or flat cable.

In addition to the standard options, there are several types of special options available to 

users when developing their own unique cord grip. Three different types of plating materials —

electroless nickel, chrome and hard coat anodizing - offer enhanced corrosion resistance as well 

as an upgrade in cosmetic appearance. Threads can also be customized in situations where the 

standard thread is one length but where the grip will be used is either deeper or longer. There 

are also two additional types of construction material that can be utilized: nickel-plated brass and 

DelrinRwhich is a machineable non-metallic material like nylon.

Although cord grips are often viewed as commodity products, they are in fact integral to the 

successful operation of most every industrial and commercial facility. Therefore it is important for 

users to be familiar with all product options as well as understanding all the factors that should 

be considered when selecting the best cord grip for their operating environment.


